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      The Intellectual Property Right Cell, SAKEC conducted a hands-on Session on Copyright 

and Patent Filing on 15
th

 January 2020. The main purpose of this event was to create awareness 

of copyright and patent filing process among the faculties and students. Attendees for the session 

were 44 faculty members and 19 Students. 

        Dr. Bhavesh Patel, Principal Shah and Anchor Kutchhi Engineering College enlightened the 

audience with the importance of copyright and patent filing. He also briefed about the copyright 

and patent filing process along with patent scope. 

        Prof. Swati Nadkarni, I/C HOD IT Department and IIC 2.0 co-ordinator, SAKEC 

highlighted the need of copyright and patent filing.  

        Dr. Kranti Ghag explained the current news of patent and copyright registration in India in 

various fields. She also briefed about the duration of copyright and patent in India. She explained 

the copyright and what are the various domains in which one can go for copyright. 
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Ms. Deepa Ekhande explained the login process of copyright and patent filing. Participant 

created their user id. 

Ms. Gauri Chavan explained the steps of e-filing process of copyright in India. She has explained 

various columns in the form and how to submit the form.  

The session was helpful to the faculties and students in following ways: 

1. It helped the audience to know how to file copyright. 

2. It enthused the students and faculty towards filing copyright on their projects, computer 

programs, algorithms, literature. 

3. Attendees created accounts on copyright.gov.in & started filing applications for 

copyrights  
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